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The Lenovo LP40 Thinkplus Livepods Earbuds Manual is a comprehensive guide that provides users with all the
necessary information on how to use and maintain their earbuds. These earbuds are not only sleek and stylish but
also waterproof, making them perfect for use in various settings. The manual includes a packing list, a reminder
not to disassemble or replace any parts in the earbuds, and instructions on how to charge the earbuds and their
case. Users are cautioned not to put the earbuds near heat sources, expose them to fire, or place them in
environments with strong electromagnetic forces. The manual also provides users with technical information on
the earphones’ transmission distance, battery capacity, length of use, and charging time. Additionally, the manual
includes instructions on how to turn on and off the earphones, pair them, and operate the touch button. The
manual also contains a warranty statement and FAQs that address common user concerns. With this manual,
users can enjoy their Lenovo LP40 Thinkplus Livepods Earbuds with confidence.
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reminderreminder

1. except for the operation methods specifically marked in the manual, please do not try to disassemble or

replace any parts in the earbuds.

2. don’t put the earbuds in the water or any others liquid.the earbuds are not waterproof.

3. if any liquid enters the product by accidentally, please disconnect and remove the connection immediately.

4. please make sure that there is no water on your hands when installing or uninstalling the product to avoid

electric shock .

5. do not put the product near by the heat source or expose it to the fire source directly.

6. do not put the product in the environment with strong electromagnetic force, otherwise it will cause product

malfunction.

Earphone speci cationEarphone speci cation

Transmission distance: ,–10M Battery capacity: 30mAh Length of use: about 5 hours (headphones) Charging
time: about 1.5 hours (headphones) Rated input: 5v  30mA

charging case speci cationcharging case speci cation

Battery capacity: 250mAh Charging time: about 1.5 hours Rated input: 5v  300mA (all technical information is
subject to actual performance)

Charging the boxCharging the box

Charging status: red light flashing Charged: red light always on The green light is always on when charging the
earphone in the charging bin. The green light flashes when the battery is low (Warm tip: put the earphone in the
charging box, the green light of the charging box flashes, please charge the charging box in time.) 

the led indicator status Earphone Put the earphone
in the charging box and charge the earphone automatically  pairing status: white light off: connected status: lights
out music/call status: lights out charging status: white light is always on Charging compiteligbut low power status:
white light flashes every 2 minutes Charging case To charge the case use a type-c cable and 5v adapter.
Discharge Status of charging chamber: Green and bright When the charging box is charging, the red light flashes
After the charging box is fully charged: The red light is always on

product operation instructionsproduct operation instructions

1. turn on Method 1 : the earphone is taken out of the charging box and turned on automatically.

2. turn off Method 1: put the earphone back into the charging box and turn it off automatically; Mode 2: In the

BOOT state, long press the function key 6 seconds off.

3. pairing Mode 1 : headset automatically interconnects when removed from the charging box (tws interconnects

successfully) ; main ear white light flashes (auxiliary ear light goes out) mode two: boot automatically into

pairing mode (unpaired) left/right white light flashing if you want to connect to the earphones (support single

ear use).



 The operation of the touch button Music play

Mode left/right earphone operation  Volume left/right

earphone operation  Call mode left/right earphone

operation 

factory data resetfactory data reset

if the left and right earphones are not connected to mobile phones and other related bluetooth devices after being
turned on, click the left and right earphones touch button five times respectively, then shut down the left and right
earphones and put them back into the charging bin to regroup and enter the bluetooth connection state.

THE NAME AND CONTENT OF HARMFUL SUBSTANCES IN THE PRODUCTTHE NAME AND CONTENT OF HARMFUL SUBSTANCES IN THE PRODUCT



NamesNames

 Harmful Sub Harmful Sub
stancesstances  

Pb Hg Cd Cr(VI) PBB PBDE

PCBA compoPCBA compo
nentsnents O O O O O O

Structural coStructural co
mponentsmponents  O O O O O

This form is compiled in accordance with SJ/T 11364. 0:0: Indicates that the content of the hazardous substanc
e in all homogeneous materials of the part is in below the limit required by GB/T 26572. X:X: Indicates that the h
azardous substance at least in a certain homogeneous material of the part exceeds The limit requirements sp
eci ed in GB/T 26572. The parts marked with “X” on the form are all harmful due to the limitations of global te
chnological development. Substitution of

Printed circuit board components: Printed circuit board components: Including printed circuit boards and their parts, electronic components, etc. 
and depending on the product model, the earbuds you purchased may not contain all the above components.

Electronic and electrical products sold in the People’s Republic of China must mark this Logo, the number in th
e logo represents the product under normal use Environmental protection use period.

WARRANTY STATEMENTWARRANTY STATEMENT

Disclaimer This user manual does not have any form of guarantee,position expression or other implication. The
mentioned products,specifications and information are for reference only,and the content will also be updated on
the web at any time without additional separate notice Warranty statement: The product attached to this
document is guaranteed as follows:lf the product is twelve (12) months from the date of purchase(“Warranty
Period”),under normal conditions of use due to quality defects damaged,can be repaired.Free repair;free
replacement if the manufacturer confirms that it cannot be repaired; repaired or replaced product.Continue to
enjoy the warranty during the remaining warranty period (the shortest not less than 30 days).Purchased by sale
the ticket date shall prevail;if the purchase date cannot be determined,the warranty period shall be 13 (13) Monthly
calculation. If you apply for a warranty,please call the product service hotline first and execute it in the manner



instructed by us.When applying for warranty,you need to provide an accurate,complete and clearly filled out valid
sales invoice.The above guarantee does not apply to the following situations:

1. Exceeding the validity period of the three packs;

2. Altering the warranty card and product code does not match the product body;

3. Causes caused by misuse, abuse or improper transportation, use, maintenance or storage obstacles or

damage;

4. Failure or damage caused by force majeure (such as earthquake, war, disaster, etc.) or accident bad;

5. The zipper and tower buckle are damaged due to excessive force;

6. Disconnection or tearing caused by excessive load;

7. Any damage caused by sharp objects;

8. Products with signs of burning of flooding;

9. Damage caused by unauthorized disassembly;

10. Aging, discoloration, abrasion, rupture and other losses that occur during the normal use of the product.

Warranty statement

11. 1f the original identification label of the product is changed or damaged, this guarantee will become invalid.

The completeness and appearance of the product and accompanying materials are not within the scope of the

guarantee. You should check on the spot and raise objections to any discrepancies.

The above guarantees are all guarantees we make regarding the products. and are only applicable In mainland
China. Nothing in this document affects consumer rights that cannot be excluded or restricted under the law profit.
Service supervision hotline: 400-812-0102 After-sales mailbox:frank@szeysan.cn Lenovo”. –thinkplus“ is a
trademark of a company owned by Lenovo Group. The names of other companies, products and services
mentioned may be trademarks of other companies. Copyright 2021 Lenovo Group and Its licensors. All rights
reserved.

SPECIFICATIONSPECIFICATION
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Product Speci cationProduct Speci cation ValueValue

Transmission distance 10M

Battery capacity (earphones) 30mAh

Length of use (earphones) About 5 hours

Charging time (earphones) About 1.5 hours

Rated input (earphones) 5v 30mA

Battery capacity (charging case) 250mAh

Charging time (charging case) About 1.5 hours

Rated input (charging case) 5v 300mA

FAQSFAQS

Can I use the earphones in the rain?

The earphones are not waterproof. Please do not put them in the water.

How long can I use the earphones?

About 5 hours.

How long does it take to charge the earphone?

About 1.5 hours.

How long does it take to charge the box and earphone at the same time?

About 2 hours.

Is Lenovo Livepods LP40 good?

Yes, it is a good investment  with a great combination of good sound quality for dynamic drivers and elegant
design, this is to satisfy lovers of sound quality. They are cheap earbuds, but at the same time, they provide you
with everything you need in any wireless headphones.

What does the green light mean in Lenovo LP40?

Charged: red light always on The green light is always on when charging the earphone in the charging bin. The
green light flashes when the battery is low (Warm tip: put the earphone in the charging box, the green light of the
charging box flashes, please charge the charging box in time.)



Is Lenovo LP40 good for gaming?

When it comes to gaming, unfortunately, cheap wireless earphones usually cannot deliver very low latency that
would give you an advantage in competitive gaming, that being said, the LP40 offers one of the lowest latencies in
the market of budget earphones of around 100ms, my take is it is acceptable at best and it didn .

Do Lenovo earbuds work with Android?

Pull down the shade from the top of your Android device and long-press the Bluetooth symbol. It will immediately
take you to the Bluetooth menu, where you may switch it on and then search for devices. Select the headphones
you want to pair by tapping their name.

Is there an app for Lenovo earbuds?

Lenovo’s Smart Wearable app is free and available on iOS and Android . The user interface is clean and easy
to use. The app shows you an image of the buds, the battery level and your four equalizers presets.

Why is my Lenovo sound so low?

Check Sound Control Panel. If the volume is lower than expected when using multiple communications
applications, check the settings in Sound Control Panel. Select the Search icon and type Sound settings. Select
Sound settings.

Why is only one of my Lenovo earbuds working?

Reset the earbuds if you can only hear music/voice on one side after pairing with your mobile device .
Reset the earbuds if you can only hear music/voice on one side after pairing with your mobile device. Remove one
earbud from the charging case.

Why is my volume so low even though it’s all the way up?

Go to Settings > Sounds & Vibration > Advanced Sound Settings > Sound Quality & Effects. Set the Equalizer to
Normal. Go to Settings > Sounds & Vibration > Volume > Media Volume Limiter. If it’s on, set the Custom Volume
limit slider to maximum.

How do you get both earbuds to work at the same time?

To sync them together turn your bluetuth off and take them out of their case… press the buttons on top of the
earbuds twice quickly at the same time.. they should start to pulse/breathe blue and then start flashing(looking for
a device) select Jam Ultra in your Bluetooth settings… hope this helped!!

Can you charge earbuds case only?

The case can be charged without inserting the earbuds ; when they are inserted, the earbuds and case will
charge simultaneously.

Why is my left earbud so quiet?

Dirty headphones could be the reason why the volume is quieter on one side of the headphones. If your
headphones have mesh protection, dust can easily get inside and is difficult to see or shift. Dust can disrupt the
flow of sound waves. Before you throw them away, look to see if you can clean inside the mesh.

Do headphones get quieter over time?

Aside from normal wear and tear, headphones might lose volume over time. This is due to the sound waves it
generates. The sound will then degrade, losing characteristics such as bass and loudness.

Reference: LENOVO Thinkplus Livepods Earbuds

https://manuals.plus/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/LENOVO-Thinkplus-Livepods-Earbuds-1.pdf
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